A game of clashes between the most powerful nations of antiquity
for 2-5 players | Duration: 45 minutes | Ages: 10 years and up.
Background

They were the most powerful nations of their time: the Carthagians, Romans, Hellenes,
Egyptians and Persians. Pergamemnon assembles together all of these peoples for the
epic showdown. Each side may also conjure mythical creatures in order to influence the
battle in its favor to gain the victory. Pergamemnon is a deck-building game of direct
conflict, thus including plenty of interaction!

Components

» 110 Cards:
11 Army Cards for each of the five nations (Carthagians, Romans, Egyptians, Persians and Hellenes)
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Preparation

Discard Pile

City Card

1

Draw Pile
Egyptians

7
6
Shuffle the five Nation Cards face down
7
6
and deal one to each player. These show
each player which nation he will lead
+1/2
through the game. Return any unused
5
3 1 4 2
Nation Cards to the game box.
6
2 1
Each player takes the Army Cards and
1
City Card for his nation. Then each
Charisma Card(s)
player places his Nation Card in the
middle of the table with the “active” side
face-up. With two players, the Nation
Cards are not necessary.
Each player places his City Card in front
of him so that the red banner on the card
3 Hand Cards
is face-up. On the back of the card, the
banner is in grey color.
Each player takes one Charisma Card and slides it under his City Card so that the “1“
is visible. Place unused Charisma Cards aside as storage.
Each player shuffles his own Army Cards together to form his own draw pile, and
places it to the right of his City Card.
From this draw pile, each player draws three cards and adds them to his hand without
showing them to the other players.
Shuffle the 24 Creature Cards and count out four times as many cards as the number of
players (for example: 16 in a four-player game) to form the Creature Stack. Creature
Cards not used are returned to the game box without looking at them.
Draw twice as many Creature Cards from the stack as the number of players, and place
face-up in the middle of the table (for example: 8 in a four-player game).
The most charismatic player starts the game.
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Game Play
A player has two options on his turn: recruit a creature or attack another player.
Recruit a creature
In order to recruit a creature, a certain amount of charisma is needed (Charisma
Cost).
To achieve the necessary charisma, the player takes the card from his hand that has
the highest value of charisma, adds at least one Charisma Card that was slide halfway under his City Card, and “pays“ the total charisma necessary for the creature.
No “change“ is given for charisma (over-paid charisma is lost). The player places

the Creature Card together with all remaining hand cards onto his face-up Discard
Pile to the left of his City Card.
Place “captured cards“ (» see battle) used to recruit a creature back in the game box.
Place Charisma Cards used to recruit a creature back to the unused Charisma Cards.
Immediately draw a new creature from the Creature Stack, if available, and add to
the face-up Creature Cards.
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What happens after the recruitment of a creature?
The player whose turn it is draws 3 cards from his draw pile and flips his Nation Card
to the inactive side and the next player clockwise, whose Nation Card is still active,
takes his turn.
Attacking players
The attacker chooses any other player whose Nation Card is still active, and challenges him to a battle.
What happens after a battle?
The attacker wins: the defender’s Nation Card is flipped to its inactive side, and the
attacker wins all cards the defender used in the battle. Then, the defender may discard
any number of his Hand Cards to his Discard Pile. The attacker takes another turn.
Draw: the attacker’s Nation Card is flipped to its inactive side and all cards used in the
battle from both players are placed on their respective Discard Piles. The defender
receives a Charisma Card which he slides halfway under his City Card so that the “1“
is visible, and he now takes his turn.

The defender wins: the attacker’s Nation Card is flipped to its inactive side and the
defender wins all cards the attacker used in the battle. The defender also receives a
Charisma Card which he slides halfway under his City Card so that the “1“ is visible,
and he now takes his turn. The attacker may discard any number of his hand cards to
his Discard Pile left of his City Card.
Immediately after a battle, both players who took part refill their Hand Cards to three
from their respective Draw Piles. If the Draw Pile is used up, the Discard Pile is
reshuffled and becomes the new Draw Pile.
A player whose Nation Card is inactive can only be attacked again or recruit a creature
when its Nation Card is again active. When only the Nation Card of the attacker (active
player) is active, all cards are immediately
1flipped back to their active sides and the
4
attacker could attack every other player (or recruit a creature).
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Example:
The attacker plays the
card with spear 5. The
defender plays the
card with breastplate
5 and defends.
The defender starts
the counter attack
5
with bow 5 of his first
card.
While the attacker has
shield 6 on his first
card, he defends the
counter attack.
The battle ends immediately with a draw:
All cards used
in the
Spearman
battle from both play3their
ers are1placed on
respective Discard 1
Piles, the attacker
flips his Nation Card
onto the inactive side,
the defender gets one
Charisma Card and
takes his turn
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The Battle
The player whose turn it is becomes the
“Attacker“, and the player he chooses to
attack becomes the “Defender“.
First, the5attacker clearly states which
weapon (sword, spear or bow) he wishes to
use in the attack, and places one of his three
hand cards face-down in front of him.
Sphinx The defender also now selects one of his
5 three
6 hand cards and places it face-down in
defense.
Now both cards are simultaneously re1 the following possible results:
4 with
vealed,
To defend an attack with a sword, a helSpearman
5
5 at least the same value.
met is required with
3 To defend
6 an attack with a spear, a
breastplate
is required with at least the same
1
value.
To defend an attack with a bow, a shield
is required with at least the same value.
If the attack is not successfully defended,
the defender has the chance to add a reinforcement card to defend with the defend
Sphinx
value of both cards.
defended, it is
7 If the5attack is successfully
6
immediately followed by a counter attack
using the weapon from the defender’s card.

To defend against a counter attack, the
proper defense of at least the same value is
again needed.
If the attacker can defend the counter attack
with the card that initiated the attack, the
battle ends in a draw.
If the attacker cannot defend against the
counter attack with his initial card (the value
of his defense is not as high as the weapon
used in the counter attack), he may place a
second card from his hand as reinforcements.
The defense value of the two cards is then
added together. After the counter attack is
successfully defended by the attacker in this
way, the defender must now defend against
the weapon of the second card played by the
attacker (and only this card!).
If the defender cannot defend against this
new attack, he may also place a reinforcement card from his hand.
Attacks and counter attacks can continue
in this way until the players have no more
hand cards to play, although reinforcement
cards only support the last card played (a
maximum of two cards are added together
for defense).
Note: A Reinforcement Card may only be
added if that player’s previously played card
fails to defend against the attack.
The winner of the battle captures all the
cards used by the loser. He places his own
cards used in the battle onto his Discard Pile.
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card (sword 9) on
the helmet 7 ofGuard
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The battle
2 ends with
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S
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the victory of the
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attacker: The attacker
wins all cards, the
defender used in battle
9
(put on his Discard
Pile or halfway under
his City Card), flip
the Nation Card of the
defender. The attacker
Sp
takes another turn

For each of the captured cards, he chooses
7
whether to add it to his discard pile to use for later battles, or to use its charisma in
order to recruit creatures, sliding it halfway under his City Card so that the charisma
Xerx
value is visible (this is only possible with cards that have a charisma value).
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End of Game
As soon as there are less face-up Creature Cards in the middle as the number of
players, the game ends immediately (for example, in a four-player game when there are
only 4 creatures left and one is recruited).
The game can also end when a Nation no longer possesses sufficient Army Cards (less
than three).

Winner
Each player takes all his cards (Hand Cards, Draw Pile, Discard Pile, as well
as » Secure Points under his City Card - but not including captured Armyand Creature Cards saved for charisma under the City Card) and adds together any
points that are printed on some of those cards. The player with the most points wins. In
case of a tie, the player with the most powerful creature (highest point value) wins.

Special Skills
Flee: creatures or armies with the ability to “flee“ (bottom left icon on the
card), come back in the box when they are defeated. They cannot be captured
by the enemy (Exception: » Egyptians).
Secure Points: creatures or armies with the ability to “secure points“ (bottom
right icon on the card), are placed completely under their own city when they
are defeated, and are worth points at the end of the game. They cannot be
captured by the enemy.

Leaders Captured
If the Leader (with the red banner at the top of the card) is captured in combat
the player must turn over his City Card and must play the remainder of the
game under the disadvantages shown. The player does not regain his nation’s
advantages if he recaptures his leader in a later battle.

Nations
Romans (red):
Capital city: Rome | Leader: Caesar | Troops: Centurion, Praetorian,
2 x Spearman, 2 x Ballista, 2 x Horseman and 2 x Bowman.
The Rome player starts with 5 Charisma Cards instead of one (5
Charisma Cards are fanned under his City Card).
If Caesar is captured in battle, the Rome player must subtract 1 from
every defensive value per card. He is not required to give up any
Charisma Card back, however!
Hint: The Romans should recruit a creature as early as possible in order to
overcome the limitations of their combat values.
Weakness: an extreme handicap when Caesar is lost.

-1

Egyptians (yellow):
Capitol city: Thebes | Leader: Nefertiti | Troops: 3 x Mummy, Guard,
2 x Chariot, 2 x Swordsman, Camel Rider and Bowman.
The Egyptian player captures all defeated opponents who have the
ability “flee“ and places them on his Discard Pile.
-1
If Nefertiti is captured in battle, the Egyptian player must immediately remove all his cards with the ability to “flee“ from the game,
whether Hand Cards, or cards from his Draw or Discard Piles. This
may end the game if Egypt has fewer than 3 cards total remaining.
Hint: The Egyptians are strong defensively. Their strength is Nefertiti’s charisma, and
Egypt can recruit powerful creatures with her help.
Weaknesses: breastplate value, attacking value.
Hellenes (grey):
Capital: Athens | Leader: Agamemnon | Troops: Hercules, Guard, 3 x Chariot, 2 x
Spearman, 2 x Bowman and Horseman.
If Agamemnon survives until the end of the game, every card with
points on it is worth half a point more.
+1/2 -1
-1
If Agamemnon is captured in battle, an additional charisma is needed to recruit each creature (means he has charisma minus 1).
Hint: The Hellenes have strong attackers and should use powerful
Hercules for the final blow in a battle.
Weaknesses: breastplate value, low charisma.

Carthagians (blue):
Capital: Carthage | Leader: Hannibal | Troops: 2 x Elephant, 2 x Elite, 2 x Spearman, 3
x Slinger and Horseman.
The Carthage player always needs 1 less charisma to recruit a creature (means charisma plus 1).
+1 -1
-1
If Hannibal is captured in combat, Carthage loses this advantage and
its attacking value is reduced by one per card.
Hint: The Carthage player should recruit a creature whenever he
can, as he needs less charisma to do so.
Weaknesses: shield value, extreme handicap when Hannibal is lost.
Persians (green):
Capital: Babylon | Leader: Xerxes | Troops: War Rhino, Guard, Horseman, 2 x Chariot,
2 x Spearman and 3 x Bowman.
The Persian player holds four Hand Cards. The end of the game can
occur when the Persian player has less than 4 cards remaining.
-1
If Xerxes is captured in battle, all armies flee from now on (» flee),
when a battle is lost. Persia is also now allowed only three hand
cards, like any other player.
Hint: The Persians are the most active nation and have the highest attack
values.
Weakness: Helmet value.
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